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Highlights of the AAUP presentation 
 
On November 4, 2016, Dr. Howard Bunsis, Chair of AAUP’s Collective Bargaining Caucus and 
Professor of Accounting at Eastern Michigan University, came to MSU’s campus to present 
“Breaking Down University Budgets: What Faculty Members Need to Know,” a talk intended to 
help faculty and staff interpret and understand complex budget information. 
 
The full presentation (with all 81 PowerPoint slides) is available on the Faculty Senate 
BlackBoard site.  Below are some of the slides that Dr. Bunsis highlighted during the talk. 
 
 
The pie chart below graphically represents the funds MSU, as an institution, spent in 2015 (the 








To put the current distribution in context, Dr. Bunsis provided the operating expense distribution 
from 2008 (the start of the recession) to 2015.  The information, in actual dollars, is below. 
 
 
Here is the same information in percentage form. 
 
Both tables show the steady decrease in instructional spending over time at MSU. 
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Dr. Bunsis favors using audited financial statements because they record what was actually done 
with funds.  Budgets are helpful in so far as they show us what an institution plans to spend in a 
given year, but plans can and do change for a variety of reasons, and budgeting categories can 
easily be shifted.  The categories and classifications of audited statements (the data points Dr. 
Bunsis used to create the charts and tables above) remain consistent over time; they are therefore 
better sources of information. 
 
The table below demonstrates why budgets are so difficult to analyze.  Although we can easily 
see where there are major shifts in allotment (see the highlighted boxes), we cannot always 
determine what each shift denotes, as categories within divisions are not always stable.  The 
catch-all designation of “Other” also complicates understanding, as it is a nebulous category that 




If we look only at the percent change in divisions from 2016-2017, it would seem as though 
Administrative and Fiscal Services took a major hit, whereas Academic Affairs was relatively 
spared.  Even with this “hit,” though, Admin and Fiscal Services ends up with a greater overall 
budget in 2016-2017 than it was apportioned in 2013-2014.  The same cannot be said for 




Without downplaying the challenges that MSU faces as an institution of higher learning (in the 
Commonwealth and the nation), Dr. Bunsis articulated a number of positive financial points, 
particularly in regards to reserves and bond ratings (see slides 31-40 in the full presentation).  
His concern was not with MSU’s current financial health but its academic future.  He was 
particularly dismayed to see the steep decline in the number of assistant professors over an 8-




According to Dr. Bunsis, normal attrition and rates of promotion do not account for such a rapid 
reduction.  A reduction such as this is usually the result of official or unofficial hiring freezes.   
 
In Dr. Bunsis’s estimation, academic institutions cannot remain healthy, or respond to 
unforeseen challenges, without the infusion of new professors bringing novel approaches and 
different talents.  He encouraged members of the audience to ponder the consequences of this 
decline and to consider what type of institution they would like MSU to be in the coming years. 
 
The final portion of the presentation (slides 68-81) was devoted to the athletics budget.  Dr. 
Bunsis, a diehard sports fan himself, is deeply troubled by what he sees as the unsustainable 
market of college athletics.  Schools like MSU (and his own institution, EMU) can never 
compete with powerhouses like UK or U of L, but they still devote a significant portion of their 
increasingly scarce resources to maintain a sign of prestige that cannot be shown to offer a 
material return on investment.  He wants to see this change, and he offered some practical 
suggestions for how this change may occur. 
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Although Dr. Bunsis’s presentation drew on facts and figures compiled by USA Today, his 
findings were identical to those laid out in “Sports at Any Cost,” the Nov. 15, 2015 Huffington 
Post article.  (Note: this article, MSU’s official response to it, and the Chair of Senate’s response 
to that response are all available on the Faculty Senate BlackBoard site, under “Budget info” in a 





When Dr. Bunsis presented this information, he asked a question that a number of people on 
campus have already posed: in an era when public universities are merely assisted by the state 
and mostly supported by student tuition, how can those selfsame institutions reasonably expect 
all students to subsidize an athletics program that only offers direct benefits to a small subset of 
the student body?  If athletics truly is a part of student success, it needs to benefit all students, 
and the only way to make that happen, Dr. Bunsis argued, is to withdraw from the current 






Like the authors of “Sports at Any Cost,” Dr. Bunsis did not focus on the size of MSU’s athletics 
budget (which is middle of the road or relatively small, something to be expected given the size 
and position of our university).  He was interested in the amount we (or, more correctly, our 
students) subsidize it.  The Huffington Post article placed us 5th in the nation; Dr. Bunsis placed 




The reason why we (or, more correctly, students) have to subsidize athletics is because the 
program provides little in the way of revenue.  Dr. Bunsis highlighted what he considered the 
“embarrassingly low” ticket sales for events.  (Note: these sales are for all sports for the entire 
year.) 
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This subsidization doesn’t just burden students.  It takes away from the university’s core mission.  
Dr. Bunsis finds it troubling that MSU (like his own institution, EMU) will pay more every year 
for athletics because the market seems to demand it while working to keep instructional spending 
down.   
 
 
At some point, Dr. Bunsis insisted, people are going to realize that the current college sports 
market is unsustainable.  Conferences are already becoming more selective (and expensive), and 
it is just a matter of time before regional schools like our own will literally be unable to compete.   
 
The end of the current market, though, does not have to mean the end of sports at a school like 
MSU.  Dr. Bunsis asked the audience to consider this scenario: if a school like MSU decided to 
pay its coaches a reasonable salary (that of the average full professor) and not what an ultimately 
unsustainable market allowed, they’d still have qualified people willing to take on the job, and 
there’d be no negative effect on ticket sales (as the small body of diehard fans would come 
anyway).  If we scaled back on travel and didn’t “invest” money to maintain a prestige status, 
our student athletes would still play sports, and reap all of the positive benefits from this activity, 
and we’d have funds to supply the same level of academic support to non-student athletes.  We 
were encouraged to imagine world where all students have access to the tutors and advisors 
provided student athletes.  In such a world, we’d have increased retention rates and more 
students progressing successfully to a degree (rates that have become even more important in the 
era of performance funding).  
 
